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Designer: Judith Henry 

 

Fairy Tunnel Card #1 
4.25” x 5.5”  

 

Where do fairies live? At my granddaughter’s house they have their own little house, a flower garden, bird bath and 
other accessories. This is a fanciful card for those who believe in fairies. My fairies in this card live in a tree trunk. The 
front of the card has a door that can open by lifting up to allow the fairy inside to be seen. This is not the only magic 
seen in this card. From the outside it looks just like a normal folded card. But as you open it the scene takes on a 3D 
diorama of a fairy garden including mushrooms and trees. 

The kit comes with an array of pieces to assemble and a PrintNCut. Using a semi-gloss photo cardstock the PrintNCut 
images become vibrant with color. The beauty of creating the cover with multiple layers of cardstock gives rich browns 
to its image.   

What is the occasion for this card – you say? Nothing in particular. Let your mind wander… The tooth fairy has arrived at 
your favorite little friend’s house, or it’s a birthday party invite, maybe one of your friends just needs a little pick me up. 
Do you believe in fairies? 
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Assembly Instructions 
(Images are not shown for copyright purposes in the online version of the assembly instructions.  

The complete tutorial with pictures are in the ReadMe folder of the zip file.) 

Each cutting file has been grouped with a red box around the cutting pieces. The red box dimension is given to help with 
your import especially with Scan N Cut machines. Check the box size in your cutting file software to make sure it has 
imported at the correct size. Resize to the given dimensions if necessary. 

After importing into your software, ungroup and remove the red box along with its text dimensions. Each piece is 
colored coded throughout the project to help group colors together. There are 4 files in this kit. They are not grouped by 
colors. 

FairyTunnelCard1_PrintNCut – 6” x 6” 

The PrintNCut file was formatted with a cutting line object around each embellishment. For best results print on semi-
gloss photo sheets. 

FairyTunnelCard1_BoxFrame – 11.75” x 11.75 

Notice each sheet is color coded with those used in the example. There are some delicate cuts which hold the PrintNCut 
elements. The instruction for assembling the tunnel card enclosure is explained at the end of this document.   

FairyTunnelCard1_BackPanel– 11.25” x 11.25 

The PrintNCut graphics are added to the front of the white and dark blue cardstock rectangles.(fairy lying down in the 
white card, Flying fairy and mushrooms on the dark blue piece. 

The tree shadow squares are a 3D effect. The first brown piece is glued to the back side of the white piece. 

The other two squares are layered and glued to the light blue piece. The positioning should match the brown square’s 
position. This will give two layers that float in the tunnel card. 

FairyTunnelCard1_TreeStump – 1.25” x 11.25” 

The front of the card is a tree stump with a small PrintNCut fairy nestled in the top hollow of the stump. The three brown 
pieces are glued in layers. The shadow stump base at the bottom of the page is added to the stump bottom edge. After 
the door is assembled and added to the trunk, the two grass pieces are added on either side of the door. 

There are several layers to make the fancy door. The door has a score line across the top. This piece is attached above the 
door opening of the tree stump. This makes a hinge so it can be lifted to view inside the card to see the fairy. 

Tunnel Card Assembly 
The pieces from the FairyTunnelCard1_BoxFrame make the tunnel card frame. The blue piece has the box side fold. 
Score and fold these using a folding bone to make a crisp fold.  

The green piece is the outside cover. The fold on this piece is NOT centered. The reason for this is so the right box edge 
is not double layered. The back of the card will have a ½” blue edge.  

The white card’s edge is folded and glued to the blue card so it is centered in the box edge.  

The light blue piece is centered on the blue left side so the trees match the white piece when 
folded. If you fold over the blue piece so the edge lies on the fold line on the green piece, 
that edge can be glued to the cover using score tape.  

Another fairy embellishment is provided which can be added to the inside of the card. The 
card folds flat. Make sure all fold lives are crisp. This should complete the card box. 
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